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ABSTRACT 
Scheduling for speculative parallelization is a problem that 
remained unsolved despite its importance [2]. In the previous work 
scheduling was done based on Fixed-Size Chunking (FSC) 
technique which needed several ‘dry-runs’ before an acceptable 
finalized chunk size that will be scheduled to each processors is 
found. There are many other scheduling methods which were 
originally designed for loops with no dependences, but they were 
primarily focused in the problem of load balancing. In this work we 
address the problem of scheduling tasks with and without 
dependences for speculative execution. We have found that a 
complexity between minimizing the number of re-executions and 
reducing overheads can be found if the size of the scheduled block 
of iterations is calculated at runtime. We introduce here a 
scheduling method called Parallelization of Resource scheduling 
(PRS) in which we first analyze the processing speed of each 
worker based on that further division of the actual task will be 
done. The result shows a 5% to 10% speedup improvement in real 
applications with dependences with respect to a carefully tuned 
PRS strategy. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
B.2.1 [Design Style]: Parallel; B.4.1 [Data communication 
Devices]: Processors, Receivers, Transmitters [Master]; D.1.3 
[Concurrent Programming]: Distributed Programming, Parallel 
Programming; D.2.1 [Requirement/ Specification]: Tools- MPI; 
D.4.1 [Process Management]: Scheduling, Multiprocessing/ 
Multiprogramming/ Multitasking; D.4.4 [Communication 
Management]: Input/ Output, Message Sending, Network 
Communication; E.5 [FILES]: Sorting. 

General Terms 
Algorithm, Experimentation, Management, Performance, 
Standardization, Verification. 

Keywords 
Master-Worker, Parallel Computing, Map-Reduce, Scheduler, 
Fixed Chunk Size (FCS), PRS, Critical Path Analysis (CPA). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many time-based applications require predictable performance and 
tasks in these applications have deadlines to be met [3]. In this 
work, we propose an efficient algorithm for scheduling of 
dynamically arriving real-time tasks (a-periodic tasks) in 
multiprocessor systems, a real-time task is characterized by its 
deadline, resource requirements, and worst case computation time 
on p processors [1], where p is the degree of parallelization of the 
task. We use this parallelism in tasks to meet their deadlines and, 
thus obtain better schedulability compared to non-parallelizable 
task scheduling algorithms. The comparison study shows that the 
schedulability of the proposed algorithm is better than that of the 
parallel algorithm for a wide variety of real time task parameters, 
hence based on the research work done on the resource 
requirement, the resource scheduling strategy is studied, which 
includes  

 Task priority,  
 Resource assign rule,  
 Sharing resource of parallel task and  
 Cross maintenance.  

“An Efficient Dynamic Scheduling Algorithm for Multiprocessor 
Real-Time Systems [1]” is work which shows that each processor 
has its own dispatch queue. This organization, shown in Figure. 1, 
ensures that the processors will always find some tasks in the 
dispatch queues when they finish the execution of their current 
tasks hence ensuring proper schedulability is always a threat for 
scheduling process.  
 
“Just-In-Time Scheduling for Loop-based Speculative 
Parallelization[2]” is work which shows that trading-off between 
minimizing the number of re-executions and reducing overheads 
can be found if the size of the scheduled block of iterations is 
calculated at runtime, hence much of the execution time will be 
wasted during runtime for trading off. 
 

 
Figure 1 Dispatch Queues 

1.1 PRS Algorithms is Centralized. 
In a centralized scheme, all the tasks arrive at a central processor 
called the scheduler (Master), which determines the scheduling 
credibility of each slaves registered with the master by performing 
the pre-scheduling task:  
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Map: Here it (master) decides which processor is capable of 
satisfying the credibility of the arrived task:  

Reduce: Since the performance result of centralized scheme was 
founded to be more practically applicable when compared with the 
distributed scheme even after it having its own limitation this work 
is been framed on the skeleton of centralized scheduling scheme 
[4]. 

2. MASTER SLAVE MODEL OF 
PARALLELIZATION: Map-Reduce 

The parallelization paradigm that is used for optimization of 
resource scheduling is the Master-Slave model. This model is 
aimed at distributing the (objective function which in our term is 
called as task) evaluation of the individuals on several slave 
computing resources while a master resource executes the 
optimization procedure [5] by assigning the task to calculate the 
optimization of each processor. The master-slave model is shown 
in the. Figure 2 
 

 
Figure 2. Master-Slave Model 

It is very natural to use parallel computers to divide the task 
assigned and to solve expensive functions parallel. However, the 
key issue is that in most of cases we deal with heterogeneous 
resources but here, the central computing resource i.e., the master, 
based on the obtained solutions and gather information by 
performance of the assigned task to the registered resources 
optimization steps (such as ranking etc.) will be carried on. 
However, waiting for the slowest processor might take a long time. 
The main questions when solving problems on heterogeneous 
computing resources are  
 
(a) How to efficiently search the resources? And  
(b) How to use all of the resources so that none of them stops 
working? 

This work provides the solution for the above said problems in 
heterogeneous systems; by providing proper architecture of 
master/slave model, where the master controls the entire operation 
of assigning the dummy/ common task in Map phase to find the 
computation capability of each resources and once that is obtained 
the master then decides/ come to know the processing speed of the 
available resources hence it then divides the work accordingly 
based on their processing speed and send it to the workers available 
in the cluster hence by doing so we are able to identify the slow 
running worker in the cluster and then assign less part of actual 
task to him. 

3. PRS with Map-Reduce: 
Analysis and Workloads Classification 
In this section, we analyze the Map-Reduce working procedure, 
and give a classification of workloads on Map-Reduce. 

 

3.1 PRS procedure analysis 
Map tasks are the collection of independent tasks which use 
common input that are assigned to different nodes in a cluster in 
order to calculate the processing speed of that node. In the other 
hand, Reduce tasks depend on the output of map tasks. Here in the 
first phase the master finds the computation capability of the 
available resources in the cluster by the help of computation time 
taken by them, once that is found in map phase then the actual 
work is divided based on the computation capability of each 
resources and then the actual divided task is assigned in the Reduce 
phase for performing the desired operation; hence by doing so we 
are able to overcome the disadvantage obtained in FCS Method, the 
following figure clearly specifies the above description. 
 

 

Figure 3. A PRS procedure analysis Map-Reduce 

3.2 PRS: Schedule policies 
 

 
Figure 4. Classification of workloads on PRS: Schedule policies 
 
The tasks scheduler: master contains a CPU-bound queue where 
the tasks whose computation has to performed will be present in 
the queue for the completion of the map, once the map result are 
obtained the master will be able to decide which resource is better 
performing, based on that division of chuck size will be decided 
and proper scheduling will be done. Reduce task is then is 
performed by dividing the task into chunk based on the processing 
capability of the each resources in the cluster, hence if there is a 
resources which is either heavily loaded or slow running machine 
in the cluster and getting the result in most appropriate time. 
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Figure 5. Map-Reduce in PRS 

3.3 Map-Reduce in PRS 
From the above diagram we are able describe the utilization of 
map-Reduce in PRS, in the initial phase: 
 
In this phase decision will be taken which processor is better 
performer and who has to be given larger chunk size, here there is 
availability of same sample tasks which will be assigned to all the 
workers who are registered with the master in the cluster. Now the 
workers receive this sample task, then the earliest start time and 
earliest finish time will be recorded by the master.  
 
Total time = Earliest Finish time - Earliest start time  
 
Reduce Phase in PRS: 
 
This is the phase where the actual computation begins now when 
the master has collected the time taken by each worker, and it has 
sorted the workers in the order of the priority of the performance, 
master will divide the actual run-time task on which the 
computation has to be done according to the order of the 
performance of the worker. 
 

4. PARALLEL SOFTWARE FOR 
RESOURCE SCHEDULING 
 
Algorithm 
 
Step 1: Map Phase/Task: Send the dummy initial task to the entire 
worker/resources that are registered with the master and then wait 
for the workers to complete the task assigned, when the task gets 
completed master receives/collects the result by each worker along 
with the finish time.  
 
MPI_Send(&sum,1,MPI_INT,k,1,MPI_COMM_WORLD); 

Where:  
Sum is the a task that is been assigned to the workers 
1 is the size of the task 
MPI_INT is the data type 
K is an integer that is going to be initilized to the rank of 
the workers 
MPI_COMM-WORLD is communicator 
 

This is been received by each worker, when the operation is 
operated the time is set which is called as earliest start time and at 

the end of the operation the earliest finish time is set. Now then 
when we have the earliest start time and earliest finish time we can 
find the total time required for the operation. 

 
Step 2: Then call sorting algorithm to sort the time in ascending 
order to find which worker has taken less time which is obtained in 
map step based on the computational time taken by the resources. 
 
Do while(time[i] less then mid )// here the time [i] is the 
coparitive time of worker 1 and is compared to mid value time if 
yes then do following   
 
Begin while:: 
 i++; // here I is increamented and is pointing to 2 time 
from right 

while(time[j] greater then mid)// here the time[j] is the 
time of worker 2 and is compared to the mid value weaather it is 
greater then that or not and if greater then do following 

 
 Begin while:: 
  j--; // here j is decremented and is pointing 

to second from left of the array 
 

    if(i less then & equal to j) // from above 
incrementation and decrementation we will reach a point where 
i will meet j then if i is less then j then swap as follow; 
 

Begin if:: 
     y = time[i]; 
     time[i]=time[j]; 
     time[j]=y; 
     i++; 
     j--;    end if 
 End While  
 while(i<=j)// if i is still less then or equal to j then call 
function recursively hence we get sorted list at the end hence 
 

 Begin while:: 
  if(low<j)   sort(time,low,j); 

 End if 
 
 if(i<high  sort(time,i,high); End if 
 return 0;End While 
 

Sample Task 

Sample Task 

Sample Task 

Sample Task 

Worker 

Worker 1 

Worker 1 

Worker 1 

Completion time1 

Completion time2 

Completion time3 

Completion time4 

Real task 
which will 
split based 

on 
completion 

time 

Worker1

Worker2

Worker3

Worker4

Map Phase Reduce Phase 
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Where i pointing to the first element of the unsorted array of time 
and j is pointing to the last element of the array of time and then the 
comparison begin as explained in the above algorithm. 
 
Step 3: Now based on the output of the previous sorting method the 
fastest processor will be identified, where the worker whose time 
has come first in the sorted list is considered to taken very less time 
hence we get the worker whose processing speed is high in the 
cluster and from the sorted list we are able to identify the 
processing speed of all of rest of workers in the cluster and once we 
have the worker ordered in the order of their processing speed then 
it is quite easy to divide the work which is actually going to be 
allotted hence the work will be divided based on their processing 
speed and following step clearly shows how the mathematical 
calculation is performed to get the percentage of amount to be 
divided to the workers. 

 
for(i=1;i<mpiSize;i++) // this implies for all the workers 

in the cluster 
 
Begin for:: 
     percent=rem_per/size;// initially rem_per is 
initialized to 100 hence by dividing it with size (number of workers 
in the cluster we get the fixed chunk size) 
 
    percent1[i]=percent+(percent/2);//hence 
percent of 1st worker in the list of processing speed sorted worker 
will be found where percent is already found in above calculation 
 

  rem_per=rem_per-percent1[i];// Now rem_per 
is re-initialized by subtracting it with already alloted percentage to 
1st worker 
  size--;// size is decremented as the 1 worker is 
alloted the percentage 
 following lines are used for converting the obtained 
percentage into a whole number which is clearly explained with an 
example below. 
 

   percent2[i]=(float)percent1[i]/10; 
percentfinal3[i]=(int)percent2[i]; 
percentfinal1[i]=percent2[i]-

(int)percentfinal3[i]; 
 
if(percentfinal1[i]>=0.5) 
 Begin if 

percentfinal3[i]= percentfinal3[i]+1; 
 End if 
End for 
 
Where rem_per is initialized to 100. and the fastest processor is 
alloted percent+(percent/2) where percent is rem_per/size and size 
is size of the cluster; 
 
Example: 
 
If the percent1[i] is 33 then the percent2[i] will be 3.3 that will be 
stored into an array of percent2[i]. Then percentfinal3[i] will be 
calculated by converting the obtained percent2[i] into integer and 
then percentfinal1[i] is an array which will obtain the decimal part 
of the float that is been obtained. Hence percentfinal1[i] will 
contain 0.3 of 3.3 which is the percent2[i]. 

This then will be compared with the 0.5 if it is less than 0.5 then 
the percentfinal3[i] which is 3 will remain as it is else if it is greater 
than 0.5 then percentfinal3[i] will be incremented/ added by 1. 
Hence we get the whole number based on which the array will be 
divided. Now the master will send this size of chunk to the 
respective worker who is stored in worker array based on the 
performance which is been calculated in the map-phase. Along 
with the chunk size master will have to send the starting point of 
the array to the worker so that the worker will be able to find from 
where he will have to start his portion of work of computation. 
 
Hence for that: 
 
last_per[i]=last_per[i-1]+percentfinal3[i-1];  
 
where last_per[1] is initialized to 0 i.e., the starting point of the first 
worker will be 0 then the last_per[i] will be calculated for the 
workers who priority stands from 2 to last worker, hence the 
starting point of rest of the worker is found by adding the previous 
chunk size to the previous starting point of the worker. 
 
Step 4: Now sending the allotment to each processor along with 
their starting point which is calculated 

 
for(i=2;i<mpiSize;i++) Begin For:: 

last_per[i]=last_per[i-1]+percentfinal3[i]; 
 End For 
where last_per[i] is initialized to 0 for first processor and 
percentfinal3[i] is an array of allotement of each processor. Hence 
at the end of this step the starting task will be decided for each 
work. 

Step 5: Now then based on percentage and starting point of the 
each worker, each worker will be allotted the work load. 

4.1 Critical path analysis (CPA) 
Heart of PRS algorithm uses critical path analysis (CPA) [12] to 
calculate a resource’s processing capability those are registered 
with the master, which is done by the pre- mapping technique. 
Hence at the end of CPA the master will be able to know the 
processing capability of each processor registered with the master. 
The workers follow the CPA process step-by-step and provide a 
clear insight into how resource schedules are calculated by Task 
Assignment by the master.  
 
Critical path analysis (CPA) is a mathematical procedure that 
calculates a resource's scheduling by taking each task in turn, it 
firstly calculates how quickly the task can be accomplished its early 
start and early finish time. The sample CPA process which is been 
adopted in this work is shown in the following diagram which 
clearly shows early start of a task and early finish. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. CPA 
 

Where: 
ES: Early Start,  
EF: Early Finish,  
LS: Latest Start,  
LF: Latest Finish. 

ES            5 Sec          EF 

Task Name 

LS TS LF
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Hence from the CPA we are able to find the best path between the 
master and the worker in the cluster through which the work can 
assigned. 
 
How CPA is adopted in PRS 

Critical Path Analysis is a best performing and suggested tool since 
1950 tool for finding the critical path of scheduling; hence it helps 
in scheduling and managing complex resources.Critical Path 
Analysis (CPA) or the Critical Path Method (CPM) was adopted in 
PRS to find all resources that must be analyzed before assigning 
the actual task begins so that the efficient path of allocation of 
resources can be found which helps in effective resource allocation. 
Hence, preparation of a schedule and of resource scheduling 
planning can be done. During execution of the task by the help of 
CPA we were able to monitor the working capability of the 
resources present in the cluster they also helped to overcome the 
fault by indicating where remedial action needs to be taken to get a 
task back on course. The benefit of using CPA within the PRS is 
that it helped us to develop and test our plan to ensure that it is 
robust. Critical Path Analysis formally identifies resources which 
must be allotted more percentage of divided tasks so that whole 
task can be completed on time without leaving any resources idle 
due to early completion compared to other resources. It also 
identifies which tasks can be delayed if resource needs to be 
reallocated to catch up on missed or overrunning tasks. A further 
benefit of Critical Path Analysis is that it helped us to identify the 
minimum length of time needed to complete a task hence by that 
we were able to find out where we need to run an accelerated 
project, it helps you to identify which task steps you should 
accelerate to complete the task within the available time.  

5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 7. Time Graph of Parallelization of Resource 
Scheduling 

 
The Figure 7 shows the time taken when the work PRS was run on 
10 machines starting from 2. The result effectively shows how the 
time is properly distributed to achieve proper Resource Scheduling 
and Scheduling of the task. The figure 8 is the result which was 
obtained when a FCS parallelization algorithm was run for the 
same task which was run for the PRS, the result clearly differentiate 
the time taken when the no of machines were changed.  
 
Figure 9 shows the comparison study for the normal parallelization 
with PRS, from the study we easily notice that the time taken by the 
proposed algorithm is much linear and better than that of the 
existing work.  

Figure 10 shows the speed up of 5 to 10% was obtained by PRS 
when run in comparison with that of FCS, this is the speed up 
obtained with the smaller chunk size hence by running it with 
larger size of data we are able to achieve more rate of speed up 
from the figure we are able to draw the speed-up generated by 
providing the proper Resource scheduling for the normal 
parallelization. 
 

 

Figure 8. Time Graph of FCS Parallelization 
  

 

Figure 9. Comparison of Time Taken by PRS and FCS 
 

 

Figure 10. Speed Up of PRS 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Meeting deadlines and achieving high resource utilization are the 
two main goals of task scheduling in real-time systems. Hence this 
work has been able to achieve these 2 goals with the high speed-up 
of 5%-10% which is suggested to be greater turn in the world of 
parallelization. 

 
Parallelizable task scheduling considered in this work, is a solution 
which tries to meet the conflicting requirements of high 
schedulability with low overhead. In this work, we have designed a 
new algorithm based on parallelizable task model for dynamic 
scheduling of tasks in real-time multiprocessor systems. Speeding 
up the parallelization is a challenging task which is been effectively 
done in this work.  

 
The comparison studies show that the success ratio offered by our 
algorithm is better than that of the other algorithm for a wide 
variety of task parameters. In our future work, we will try to 
implement proper fault tolerance and more optimization of Parallel 
Resource. 
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